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Families United
T

he imprint our family leaves on us
is deep, and in most cases, more
good than bad. Our family has taught us
so many things as we were growing up.
How do grownups handle money? How
does our family do meals? What words
are we not allowed to say, or feelings we
are not supposed to show?
When we marry, we find out that our
spouse was raised in a whole different
system and they may have customs or
rules quite different from those we
are used to. Welcome to the world of
in-laws!
In our case, there were two significant
differences. One was around the way
conflict was handled. One family was
quite comfortable with people having
differences of opinion. Actually, if you
were a thinking person, then you should
have opinions and be able to defend
those positions.
The other family really prized politeness
and felt that expressing an opinion in
opposition to someone else was rude.
You could have your own beliefs, but
keep them to yourself, for goodness sake!
As you might imagine, person from
family A got into hot water once or
twice when visiting family B. My spouse
and I had less trouble coming to an
understanding of a middle ground that
worked for us. It was more the parentsin-law that retreated to silence in the face
of opinions expressed aloud.

In-laws
The other difference was in the showing
of affection. In family A, it was very
unusual for people to hug or kiss each
other in public. People rarely shared
open gestures of affection. You knew you
were loved because the others in your
family paid attention to you and cared
about what you thought. They laughed
at your jokes.
Family B couldn’t wait to get their
hands on you! They hugged you the
first time you came into the house and
every time thereafter! It was such a
warm environment. You did not have to
prove you were lovable by any kind of
barometer – just being there meant that
you were worthy of hugs, kisses, pats on
the back. Once again, the two of us had

left the nonresponsive family tradition
happily. We were openly demonstrative
with one another and with our kids
when they came along. And in fact,
family A converted too! One member
in the family got sick, and the others
realized that they needed to show their
love in a more apparent way. Hugs and
kisses are the norm now. People say “I
love you” freely.
I think the message is not to think that
you are destined to always act the way your
family did growing up, or that because
your in-laws do things different they are
weird or wrong. You and your spouse will
find your own place of comfort, and who
knows? You may end up teaching your
families a new trick or two.

Transnational In-laws

E

lizabeth Stone is a professor at Fordham University, and
a student of family stories. She wrote a book back in the
1980’s (reprinted in the 2000s) called Black Sheep and Kissing
Cousins, about the power of family stories and how they help to
shape us. More recently, she published a paper she wrote with
three of her students. It concerned the new wave of immigrants
in our country and how they differ from the immigrants who
came through Ellis Island a century or more ago. She calls
these families “transnational families,” meaning that they keep
ties with their country of origin much closer than the former
immigrants did.
The families that came is the 19th and early 20th century were
looking to assimilate into the American culture. They often
Americanized their names, and gave their children names
that were more acceptable in this culture. It was John, not
Giovanni, or Juan, or even Sean. They learned English and
learned the history of their adopted country. Stone even talks
of a grandmother who named her cats Abraham Lincoln and
George Washington.
Now, because of the ease of keeping in touch across
continents, those moving to this country do not have to

leave relatives and language behind. Cell phones, Facetime,
Whatsapp, all allow someone to move here and stay in touch
with their relatives in Africa, Europe, or Asia. Stone identifies
them as transnational families.
So what happens when a person whose family has
a least two generations of living in the U.S. marries
one whose family is only partly tied here? It adds a
new level of complexity to the in-law relationship,
and especially once kids come along! Grammy and
Grandpa exist alongside Nani and Nana, or Memere
and Pepere.
While it does add a new dimension of understanding,
it is one that does not need to separate, or divide. If
the desire is to support the young family, then efforts
are made to learn new terms, new ways and create new
friendships.
We live this reality in our family. Our daughter-in-law
comes from a family with roots in India, ties that remain
strong. Our granddaughter knows many words and
terms from her mom’s language. We put our tablecloth
from India on the table to mark Diwali, a celebration
that is important in the new branch of the family.
Understanding in-laws has always meant taking in a
culture you were not raised in. It can also mean taking
in a culture from beyond our geographic boundaries.
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Recent Movies with Family Themes
Minari

In the Heights

If you are looking for a good model of
being an in-law, either the senior one or
the younger one, don’t look to the movie
Minari. But it does show a very realistic
view of a marriage struggling with a
couple of big – one might say huge –
issues, and the in-law relationship is an
integral part of both.

In the Heights is Lin-Manuel Miranda’s
first musical, written and produced
before his blockbuster, Hamilton. It has
recently been made into a film which is
available on HBO max. It is a film about
the Dominicans who live in Washington
Heights in New York, their intertwined
family lives, and their back-and-forth
desires to stay in New York or go back
to the Dominican Republic. Families
are not always families by blood ties,
and in-laws may not actually be in-laws
by law, but the relationships that are
portrayed there are very real.

The movie is about a Korean couple that
is relocating from California to Arkansas
in order to be able to start a farm and
raise produce for the Korean American
market. The husband is working to
make the farm happen, while the wife
is earning a living in a chicken factory.
They need help with their two children
and so they invite the wife’s mother to
come from Korea and live with them.
Jacob, the husband, is clearly not in favor
of her coming, but his wife can see no
other solution. It looks like she will only
further stress the family in the beginning.

The story of the young man, Usnavi,
who narrates the tale, plunges us into
that dilemma, and the intervention of
the Abuela, who is not his biological
grandmother but helped raise him,
makes it possible for him to make the
choice he needs to make.

Both these movies are available on
streaming services. What a brave new
world we live in where we don’t need
to visit a cinema to see the latest films.
Please consider taking advantage of the
opportunity to see these films and reflect
on the lessons they tell.

The second crisis they have is the health
of their younger child. David has a heart
defect, and the parents are very worried
about him. When the mother-in-law
arrives, David is not happy at all. She is
not the kindly grandmother he has read
about in stories. She has a sharp tongue
and unfamiliar customs. But ultimately
she helps the family in two ways: she
brings with her seeds for minari, an herb
that Koreans love to use in their cooking
and it grows with no effort, becoming
an important crop for the farm. And she
helps David get stronger and strengthens
his heart.
This is not a Hallmark type movie, but
it is a hopeful and realistic one. Also,
faith is treated with dignity in this
movie, so for those of us with a belief
system, it is a welcome change from
many modern films.

“I know it’s important, Dave, but I don’t remember if
mom ever insisted that dad come to parent-teacher
conferences during the Stanley Cup finals and I don’t
know how he’d have ‘handled it’ if she had.”
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“I Thought Your Family Liked Me!”
their relationships with one another’s family that caused
problems. Couples who can agree, for instance that their
relationship with one spouse’s family is uncomfortable do
better than couples where one spouse sees problems and the
other doesn’t.
One surprising finding is that if a husband believes he’s close
with his wife’s family but she knows that he actually is not, that
can predict the likelihood of divorce. So it seems that what
is important is the agreement of husband and wife about the
relationships, rather than how good the relationship is.

How likely is it that the relationship with your in-laws will
contribute to divorce? It can play an important role, Says
Dr. Katherine Fiori of Adelphi University. Dr. Fiori has been
studying couple satisfaction for over twenty years, but only
recently has begun looking at the way spouses relate to each
other’s family and what that says about the likelihood of divorce.
It is not how well the couple gets along with one another’s
family that is a danger sign, however. It is disagreement about

It makes sense that being in
agreement with your spouse is
a more likely key to a successful
marriage than whether you get
along with your partner’s family.
It makes sense that being in agreement with your spouse is
a more likely key to a successful marriage than whether you
get along with your partner’s family. And it turns out that as
in many other aspects of marriage, being on the same page
matters most.

Growing Your Marriage over Dinner
Most couples start their life as a family
of two. Sometimes it’s hard to think of
yourselves as a family when there are
just the two of you, but you are indeed
a family. And from the beginning, it’s a
great idea to establish family meals.
The evidence is overwhelming that
the family meal is a huge benefit to
children. What used to be the norm is
now something families have to learn
to do again. Many studies have been
conducted that identify kids who eat
with their families do better in school,
use less drugs, alcohol and tobacco,

have healthier food habits and better
social skills. But even with an adultsonly family, there’s a lot to be said for
the family meal.
Eating together is a way to engage with
each other in a way that encourages
sharing and companionship. We know
that meetings always go better when
there’s food involved. The same it
true when you’re wanting to get to
know more about one another’s day.
Especially if you put away the phones
and turn off the TV, you will find that
you can talk, joke and laugh, while you

share the ups and downs of the day.
Did your family eat together? Did your
in-laws? If either (or both) did, then
carry on the tradition. If they didn’t
start a new one!
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Exercise
Here’s a finding from research that is of great significance for those of us who are invested in our marriages: young adults in
a Pew poll indicate that they think work is more likely to fulfill them than marriage and family. But that’s not supported by
the data. Marriage, and the quality of your marriage, predict much more clearly your overall wellbeing.
Marriage has the potential to give you a whole new set of relatives – your spouse’s family. For most people, that is an asset. After
all, your spouse was raised by that family so it’s likely that his or her people share some qualities you enjoy about your spouse.
Here’s a checklist of things you could like about your in-laws:
Yes

Not so much

No

Their sense of humor
Their hobbies
Their food
Their stories
Their religious practice
Their hospitality
Their friends
Their values
Their way of supporting one another
If you check three or more, you’re on the path to a good in-law relationship.
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Spirituality

A

really interesting story in the Hebrew Scriptures that
pertains to marriage is the story of Tobit. Some consider it
like a fairy tale, and it certainly has those elements in it. But it
also has some lessons for us as we consider the topic of in-laws.
The couple in the story are Tobias and Sarah. Tobias has been
told by his father that he should marry Sarah, the daughter of
a relative of theirs. The big problem Tobias had was that Sarah
had been married seven times before, and each husband had
dies before the marriage could be consummated.
Tobit (Tobias’ father) had been visited by the angel Raphael
who told him Tobias should marry Sarah, told him what to do
to be safe on the wedding night, and the Raphael, disguised as
a human, led Tobias to the house of Sarah’s father. The father
told Tobias that though he has the right to marry his daughter,
he might want to consider Sarah’s track record.
“I have given my daughter to seven men of our kinsmen,
and when each came to her he died in the night. But for the
present, my child, eat and drink, and the LORD will act on
behalf of you both.” But Tobias said, “I will eat nothing here
unless you make a binding agreement with me.” [7:11]
The story, as you might imagine, has a happy ending. Tobit
does not die on his wedding night. He and Sarah have a good
marriage, children and a good relationship with both sets
of parents.
It’s a great story of perseverance and courage and as the Wesley
from the Princess Bride would say, “True love.” Tobias is an
impressive role model. God (through the messenger Raphael)
tells him everything will be okay despite the fact that seven
other men had died after marrying Sarah, so he goes ahead and
courts her. His prospective father-in-law tries to warn him off
but he forges on. Sarah too, despite her tragic history, takes a
chance and believes this very sincere and brave suitor.

F

In this story, God invites us to live
a life of faith and hope. We are
God’s beloved children after all!
Chances are good none of us has had to face anything quite
that dire, but the lesson of being willing to believe that God
can help us through seemingly impossible problems is a good
one. In this story, God invites us to live a life of faith and hope.
We are God’s beloved children after all!
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